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The effect of the surgical approach 
and cochlear implant electrode 
on the structural integrity 
of the cochlea in human temporal 
bones
Saad Jwair1,2*, Huib Versnel1,2, Robert J. Stokroos1,2 & Hans G. X. M. Thomeer1,2

Cochlear implants (CI) restore hearing of severely hearing-impaired patients. Although this auditory 
prosthesis is widely considered to be very successful, structural cochlear trauma during cochlear 
implantation is an important problem, reductions of which could help to improve hearing outcomes 
and to broaden selection criteria. The surgical approach in cochlear implantation, i.e. round window 
(RW) or cochleostomy (CO), and type of electrode-array, perimodiolar (PM) or lateral wall (LW), are 
variables that might influence the probability of severe trauma. We investigated the effect of these 
two variables on scalar translocation (STL), a specific type of severe trauma. Thirty-two fresh frozen 
human cadaveric ears were evenly distributed over four groups receiving either RW or CO approach, 
and either LW or PM array. Conventional radiological multiplanar reconstruction (MPR) was compared 
with a reconstruction method that uncoils the spiral shape of the cochlea (UCR). Histological analysis 
showed that RW with PM array had STL rate of 87% (7/8), CO approach with LW array 75% (6/8), 
RW approach with LW array 50% (4/8) and CO approach with PM array 29% (2/7). STL assessment 
using UCR showed a higher inter-observer and histological agreement (91 and 94% respectively), 
than that using MPR (69 and 74% respectively). In particular, LW array positions were difficult to 
assess with MPR. In conclusion, the interaction between surgical approach and type of array should 
be preoperatively considered in cochlear implant surgery. UCR technique is advised for radiological 
assessment of CI positions, and in general it might be useful for pathologies involving the inner ear or 
other complex shaped bony tubular structures.

Worldwide, the prevalence of hearing loss is increasing, with currently more than half a billion people with 
disabling hearing  loss1. Severe hearing loss is recognized as an important health issue that can lead to depression, 
insecurity, language development delay and social  isolation2. Severe to profound hearing loss can be treated with 
a cochlear implant (CI)2. A CI converts sound into electrical current pulses that stimulate the auditory nerve. 
The CI bypasses affected and degenerated sensory receptor cells. Outcomes of CIs have improved tremendously 
in the past 45 years, drastically changing the perspective for hearing-impaired  patients2.

However, understanding speech in background noise, and musical melody perception, are challenging or 
impossible for most CI  recipients3. In most cases, severely hearing-impaired patients have some residual hear-
ing on the lower  frequencies4. The preservation of this residual hearing (i.e. hearing preservation) might help 
CI patients with speech  perception5–8. In addition, selection criteria for CI are difficult to define, and they differ 
among  countries9. Importantly, some hearing-impaired patients fail to achieve satisfactory results with either of 
the treatment options for a considerable  time9. On the one hand they achieve unsatisfactory results with hear-
ing aids, but on the other hand fall below threshold for a CI because their hearing is too good. Considering that 
hearing deteriorates with increasing age, those patients will likely meet the selection criteria for a CI over  time10. 
Broadening medical criteria for a CI, however, would permit these patients to receive a CI at an earlier time point. 
In addition, it would allow for CI treatment of patients with severe tinnitus but relatively good  hearing11. A major 
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hurdle for broadening these medical criteria can be overcome by preserving the residual hearing through means 
of limiting structural trauma to the cochlea during cochlear  implantation12. In recent years, the development of 
robot-assisted approaches and array insertions are being explored to this  end13,14. In addition, limiting trauma 
opens the way for future developments relying on cochlear structure preservation, e.g. use of corticosteroids or 
neurotrophin eluting CIs, or hair cell  regeneration15,16. Minimizing cochlear trauma during implantation can 
also reduce fibrosis and ossification on the long term making potential reimplantations easier to  conduct17. This 
latter aspect is especially relevant in pediatric patients, as they have increased risk for reimplantation during 
their lifetime due to malfunctions or necessary  upgrades18.

Recent evidence shows that scalar translocation (STL) of electrode-arrays (in short: arrays), which leads to 
severe trauma, is frequently occurring in CI  surgery19. Normally, the array is inserted into the scala tympani 
(ST), however in some cases the array translocates (i.e. STL) to scala media (SM) or scala vestibuli (SV), as 
illustrated in Fig. 1.

STL avoidance was on the forefront of development by manufacturers of newer versions of two type of arrays, 
lateral wall (LW) and perimodiolar (PM)20, see Fig. 1. Both array types are commonly used in medical practice. 
LW arrays, or straight arrays, were used initially and have been continuously developed to be less traumatic. They 
are smaller in diameter nowadays, more flexible and have more rounded tips compared to previous generations. 
PM arrays were developed as an alternative to LW arrays to achieve a position closer to the  modiolus21. They are 
precurved in order to follow the spiral shape of the cochlea. These arrays need to be straightened before implan-
tation, to which both stylet and sheath based methods exist. The stylet and sheaths are removed after achieving 
insertion in the basal part of the cochlea during insertion, allowing the array to curl against cochlear modiolus 
and reducing the electrode-neuron distance for electrical stimulation. This in theory achieves better frequency 
resolution by lessening the spread of excitation across electrodes. PM arrays, although smaller than previous 
generations, are in general larger in diameter than the latest LW arrays, probably because of aforementioned 
methods needed to insert these arrays into the  cochlea20.

The surgical approach for insertion might also be an important factor in STL. Two approaches are mostly 
used for array  insertion22. The round window (RW) approach is conducted, after drilling of the bony overhang 
to expose the RW membrane, through a slit like opening in the RW membrane for entry in the cochlea. In 
contrast, a cochleostomy approach (CO) uses a burr-hole opening in the cochlea, anterior and inferior to the 
RW membrane, for entry (Fig. 1). Another approach, the extended round window, is a combination of RW and 
CO approach. The RW and CO approaches lead to different insertion angles that likely influence intra-scalar 
positioning of  arrays23. While the conventional CO approach is still widely used, CI surgeons currently gravitate 
towards use of RW approach, as it is perceived to be less invasive to cochlear  structures24–26.

To this date, no study has addressed the effect of both surgical approaches and the latest types of arrays on 
STL. Previous studies have investigated both variables separately regarding trauma severity. Studies showed that 
RW approach leads to less intracochlear trauma than CO  approach27,28, although a systematic review showed 
inconclusive  results29. In addition, another systematic review showed that LW arrays induce less severe cochlear 
trauma compared to PM  arrays19. Possible interaction between electrode choice in relation to surgical approach 
have not been systematically studied thus far. An example of such an effect is the smaller size of entry to the 
cochlea of a RW approach, compared to CO, possibly leading to more friction and trauma during PM array 
insertion than insertion with a LW array.

Based on above-mentioned findings in literature, our hypothesis is that the combination of RW approach 
with LW array leads to the least severe cochlear trauma in the form of STL. To this end, we designed a temporal 
bone experiment with fresh frozen cadaveric heads investigating the four commonly used combinations of CO 
or RW with LW or PM. In addition, the diagnostic value of CT imaging using the most common radiological 
assessment option for STL was compared to a CT scanning protocol with curved multiplanar reconstructions.

Results
Histological analysis of scalar translocation. Thirty-two samples were sectioned and used for assess-
ment of STL. One sample was excluded, because the sections were not cut in the midmodiolar plane (i.e. no 
midmodiolar sections were available). Careful analysis comparing histology and radiology showed no signs of 
swelling influencing STL outcomes. The radiological images were acquired < 1 h after implantation, and before 
histology. In Fig. 2, the array position of the midmodiolar histological sections and corresponding CT images 
were compared for a case with non-STL PM array (Fig. 2A,B), STL PM array (Fig. 2C,D), non-STL LW array 
(Fig. 2E,F) and STL LW array (Fig. 2G,H). The positions in histological and radiological images were similar: 
array swelling due to histological processing induced no change of array position or severe trauma to cochlear 
structures, although minor not visible trauma due to swelling cannot be excluded.

In total, 12 out of 31 arrays (39%) were fully located in ST, and 19 out of 31 arrays (61%) had at least one 
electrode in either SV (n = 12) or SM (n = 7). Very similar outcomes were observed between two surgeons: 7/11 
(63%) and 12/20 (60%) had at least one electrode in either SM or SV (i.e. STL) for respectively HT and SJ.

Figure 3. shows the scalar position distribution for the four groups. The RW approach with PM array had a 
STL rate of 87% (7/8), CO approach with LW array 75% (6/8), RW approach with LW array 50% (4/8) and CO 
approach with PM array 29% (2/7). This is a significant difference (p = 0.016, Fisher’s Exact test). The PM-CO 
group had the smallest STL rates, while the PM-RW group had the largest STL rates. Comparing these two PM 
groups shows a significant difference (p = 0.041, Fisher’s Exact test). Comparing the RW groups we also see a sig-
nificant difference (p = 0.01, Fisher’s Exact test). No statistical differences were observed between array types with 
CO approach (i.e. LW-CO vs. PM-CO) and between surgical approaches with LW array (i.e. RW-LW vs. CO-LW).

The two types of arrays have different positions in ST (as schematically depicted in Fig. 1). On the one hand, 
the PM array is located medially towards Rosenthal’s canal and beneath the osseous spiral lamina (Fig. 4A). On 
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Figure 1.  A cross section of the cochlea is depicted with an implanted electrode array. The electrode array is 
implanted in the scala tympani, using either the round window or a small hole in the cochlea (cochleostomy) 
for entry. The array follows the spiral curvature of the cochlea from the base of the cochlea towards the apex. 
Arrays usually reach at least around one turn and half, depending on the exact length of the array. Perimodiolar 
arrays are positioned more towards the spiral ganglion cells of the auditory nerve and beneath the osseous spiral 
lamina, and in contrast, lateral wall arrays are positioned laterally towards spiral ligament and beneath basilar 
membrane. In some cases the array can translocate during insertion (i.e. STL) from ST to SV or SM, which is 
detrimental for the structures that lie in between. RW round window, CO cochleostomy, AN auditory nerve, STL 
scalar translocation, ST scala tympani, SV scala vestibule, SM scala media, LW lateral wall, PM perimodiolar.
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Figure 2.  Histological modiolar plane sections and corresponding CT images were compared. Similar array 
positions were observed between histology and radiology. In (A,B) non-STL PM array. In (C,D) non-STL LW 
array. In (E,F) STL PM array. In (G,H) STL LW array. Note: the diameter of the array was increased 30–40% 
due to swelling of the silicon layer after processing with butyl methacrylate. Contrast of array was increased for 
visibility reasons.
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the other hand, the LW array is, as intended, located more laterally towards the stria vascularis (Fig. 4C). When 
STL occurred, the kind of inflicted trauma differed between LW and PM arrays. In PM arrays, if translocated, 
the array always fractured the osseous spiral lamina (Fig. 4B). In contrast, in LW arrays, SM was in several cases 
(n = 7/10, 70%) severely crushed and pushed towards SV, including stria vascularis and basilar membrane trauma 
but without osseous spiral lamina fracture (Fig. 4D).

Figure 3.  Group comparison of array scalar positioning. Scala media or scala vestibuli position is assigned if at 
least one electrode-contact was located in the respective compartment. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. ST scala tympani, 
SM scala media, SV scala vestibuli.

Figure 4.  Histological modiolar plane sections. (A) non-STL PM array. (B) STL array with fracture of osseous 
spiral lamina. (C) non-STL LW array. (D) STL LW array to scala media with displacement of stria vascularis, 
basilar membrane and spiral ligament.
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Cochleostomy burr hole that is too anteriorly placed can lead to trauma around the site of cochleostomy, thus 
in the very most basal part of the cochlea, as illustrated in Fig. 5. This trauma affects the osseous spiral lamina, 
and can result in direct insertion into SV, resulting in an unintended complete insertion of the array into SV. In 
total, of 16 insertions using the CO approach, four cases had such trauma. In two of these cases, the array was 
indeed completely located in SV, and in the other two cases the arrays were completely located in ST. In remainder 
of the CO cases no direct basal trauma around the CO site could be objectified.

Radiological analysis of scalar translocation. The 32 ears were imaged with CB-CT scanner. All scans 
were of sufficient quality, and thus included in this study. For STL analysis, two types of reformatted CB-CT 
scans were used, uncoiled cochlear reconstructions (UCR) and multiplanar reconstructions (MPR), for both of 
which four example cases are illustrated in Fig. 6, with the UCR on the left and the MPR on the right. In cases 
with the PM array a STL event could be easily identified as a jump of the array to SV (see Fig. 6C vs. 6A). In 
contrast, LW arrays can be situated in an intermediate position at SM, and therefore show a more subtle scalar 
jump (see Fig. 6G vs. 6E).

In the MPRs, the normal non-STL positions of LW vs PM arrays are clearly different (Fig. 6B vs. 6F). Both 
these positions are in ST, with the PM array being closer to cochlear modiolus, and the LW array lying towards 
the lateral wall of the cochlea. Figure 6D shows that an electrode of the PM array is located in the upper half of 
the cochlea, therefore located most likely in SV, clearly different from non-STL (Fig. 6B). In contrast, for LW 
arrays, it is more challenging to differentiate between STL and non-STL arrays (see Fig. 6H vs. 6F). The array is 
located in both cases laterally and towards the SM, with a subtle difference showing the non-translocated array 
located lower than the translocated array. 

Array fold-over occurred in four cases (4/32 = 12%), illustrated in Fig. 7 with for every case a UCR (left) and 
oblique coronal plane image of the cochlea (right). In three cases a tip fold-over had occurred with a PM array 
(A–C). Two tip fold-overs occurred at similar position (see Fig. 7A,B), approximately at insertion depth of 180°, 
while the other tip fold-over occurred deeper at around 270° (Fig. 7C). In the first two cases tip fold-over had 
occurred most likely because of a too shallow insertion of the array with stylet. After removing the stylet, the 
array bumped against the modiolar wall, rather than following the curvature of the cochlear duct. For the third 
case, with a deeper insertion, it seems that the electrode contacts were slightly tilted away from the modiolar 
wall. Finally, one case with a LW array had a fold-over in the basal end of the cochlea (Fig. 7D). In this case, the 
surgeon continued array insertion to reach full insertion even though resistance occurred early during insertion. 
This was an exception: normally array insertion is not continued when resistance is encountered, however in 
this case the resistance occurred at the basal turn (i.e. very shallow insertion).

Inter-observer and inter-method agreement. Table 1 (left side) shows the inter-observer agreement 
for both UCRs and MPRs. The agreement between the two assessors for UCR images was very high: 91%, 29 
out of 32, had the same score (к = 0.85). In two out of three cases the two assessors disagreed whether it was 
SV or SM, thus they agreed on STL, resulting in an agreement score of 97% for STL. The assessors were not in 
agreement regarding occurrence of STL for just one case, which had a tip fold-over according to histology. The 
assessors were in agreement when using MPRs for 22 out of 32 cases, resulting in an inter-observer agreement 
score of 69% (к = 0.45). Two of the ten cases of disagreement had tip fold-overs. For the remaining cases, the 
assessors mostly disagreed regarding LW arrays (6 out of 8, 75%). The two к values differed significantly (z value 
2.01; p = 0.04).

Table 1 (right side) also shows inter-method agreements between radiological assessment options and his-
tology. The inter-method agreement between UCR and histology was very high: 94% (к = 0.89). In two cases 
the histology did not match the UCR outcome. In one of these cases a tip fold-over had occurred, which was 
according to histology a non-STL insertion and was rated in UCR by the assessors as STL in SV. The inter-
method agreement between conventional MPR assessment and histology was lower: 74% (к = 0.57), almost 
reaching a statistically significant difference (z value − 1.81; p = 0.06). In half of the wrongly assessed cases (4 

Figure 5.  Histological modiolar plane sections. On the left a non-implanted basal turn of the cochlea. The 
green and red dotted lines depict angles of cochleostomy site of respectively the middle and right image. 
Green dotted line represents an antero-inferiorly placed cochleostomy, the red dotted line represents slight 
displacement of cochleostomy to anterior. In middle image, corresponding to the green line, no basal trauma 
is observed. In right image, corresponding to the red line, basal trauma is observed: displacement of stria 
vascularis, basilar membrane and osseous spiral lamina resulting in a crushed scala media compartment. RW 
round window, ST scala tympani, SV scala vestibuli.
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Figure 6.  Assessment examples between uncoiled cochlear reconstructions (on the left) and conventional 
multiplanar reconstructions (on the right). In (A) the PM array is neatly following the scala tympani, which 
is located in lower half of the uncoiled cochlea. In (C), however, clear kinking of the PM array results in STL 
from scala tympani to scala vestibuli. This difference of PM non-STL vs. STL is also seen in conventional 
reconstructions in (B,D), with the array, the white dots, located in STL case of (D) more towards the upper half 
of the cochlea than in (B). In (E) the LW array follows the scala tympani without interruption, in contrast in 
(G), the LW array shows an subtle, but still clear kink towards scala vestibuli (i.e. STL). The different position of 
the LW array is difficult to observe in conventional reconstructions, see (F) vs. (H).
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Figure 7.  Four fold-overs were observed, depicted on the left with uncoiled cochlear reconstructions and 
on the right with conventional reconstructions. In (A–C) a PM array was used. Two tip fold-overs occurred 
at similar position (see A,B), approximately at insertion depth of 180°, while the other tip fold-over occurred 
deeper at around 270° (C). Finally, in (D) a case with a basal fold-over had occurred using the LW array. In both 
reconstruction techniques the fold-overs were clearly seen. PM perimodiolar, LW lateral wall.
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out of 8), differentiating between SM and SV position proved to be difficult. In addition, three STs proved to be 
false positive (i.e. translocated according to histology), and one STL case was false negative (non-translocated).

Insertion depth. Insertion depth angles were similar for the four groups when assessing all implanted 
arrays, with group means ranging from 322 to 374 degrees (Table 2). Three more analyses were performed (see 
Table 2). (1) Excluding the four tip fold-over cases, array type and surgical approach had significant effect on 
insertion depth (ANOVA, p = 0.01 and p = 0.046 respectively). PM arrays reached higher insertion depths than 
LW arrays (mean 392° vs. 342°), and CO approach reached higher depths than RW approach (mean 387° vs. 
348°). (2) In addition, six arrays had electrodes outside the cochlea, all LW arrays, ranging from 11 to 15 inserted 
electrode-contacts (from 16 electrode-contacts in total). Excluding these not fully implanted arrays still shows 
a main effect of array type (ANOVA, p = 0.01), favoring PM arrays with higher insertion depths (mean 402° vs. 
370°). (3). Furthermore, according to the manufacturer, not only the functional 16 electrodes-contacts should be 
inside the cochlea, but also the stop non-functional electrode-contact should be at RW or CO site. For 11 arrays, 
all electrodes were inside the cochlea, however, the stop electrode was 1–2 mm outside RW or CO, resulting in a 
total of 11 full insertions according to the manufacturer. No effect of array type or surgical approach on insertion 
depth was seen in this last analysis. 

Table 1.  Scalar translocation event evaluation after cochlear implantation (n = 32)⁑. ⁑scalar translocation 
event: minimal of one electrode-contact in scala vestibuli or scala media, including direct scala vestibuli 
insertions; *UCR uncoiled cochlear reconstruction CB-CT images; #MPR axial and sagittal multiplanar 
reconstructions; †if observations by reviewer 1 and 2 were different, consensus was achieved by final decision of 
reviewer 3; §based on observations of reviewer 3; ¶magnitude of kappa coefficient: < 0: poor, 0.00–0.20 = slight, 
0.21–0.40 = fair, 0.41–0.60 = substantial, 0.81–1.00 = excellent agreement.

Inter-observer agreement 
UCR*: reviewer 1 vs. reviewer 
2

Inter-observer agreement 
 MPR#: reviewer 1 vs. 
reviewer 2

Inter-method agreement: CB-CT vs. Histology

UCR † vs.  Histology§ MPR† vs.  Histology§

Observed agreement к¶ Observed agreement к Observed agreement к Observed agreement к

91% 0.85 69% 0.45 94% 0.89 74% 0.57

Table 2.  Insertion depth angles. Significant values are in bold. TF tip fold-over, PM perimodiolar, LW lateral 
wall, CO cochleostomy, RW round window, E electrode-contacts.

Group Mean PM-CO (n) Mean PM-RW (n) Mean LW-CO (n) Mean LW-RW (n) Main effect approach Main effect array Interaction

All 374 (8) 357 (8) 354 (8) 322 (8) p = 0.31 p = 0.25 p = 0.74

(1) Minus TFs 410 (6) 375 (7) 365 (7) 322 (8) p = 0.046 p = 0.01 p = 0.83

(2) Minus TFs and < 16E inserted 410 (6) 395 (6) 383 (5) 357 (5) p = 0.09 p = 0.01 p = 0.63

(3) Full insertion (according to 
manufacturer) 412 (3) 398 (4) 407 (3) 372 (1) p = 0.29 p = 0.46 p = 0.92

Figure 8.  The insertion depth angles and corresponding cochlear distance A are plotted of the 11 full insertions 
according to the manufactures guidelines. An inverse correlation is observed between insertion depth angle and 
distance A  (R2 = 0.39, p < 0.05). Distance A is an indirect measure of cochlear duct length. IDA insertion depth 
angle, PM perimodiolar LW lateral wall, CO cochleostomy, RW round window.
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Regarding these 11 fully implanted arrays we found that insertion depth was inversely correlated with dis-
tance A, which reflects the size of the cochlea  (R2 = 0.39, p = 0.04), i.e. a small cochlea leads to a larger insertion 
depth angle (Fig. 8). Insertion depth for all 22 arrays that had all 16 electrode-contacts inside the cochlea (see 
aforementioned analysis 2) does not change when these arrays translocate to SV (unpaired t test, p = 0.11; Fig. 9).

Discussion
We have investigated cochlear implantation in cochleas of fresh frozen cadaveric heads comparing the two types 
of arrays (LW and PM), and using the two commonly used surgical approaches (CO and RW). We showed that 
STL, considered as severe cochlear trauma, is frequently occurring and affected by choice of array and surgical 
approach. In addition, assessment of LW array positioning by conventional CT analysis appeared to be difficult. 
An adaptation of a reconstruction CT technique using curved  reconstructions30,31 showed superior results, cor-
relating significantly better with histological outcomes than the conventional technique. This technique, which 
is readily available in clinical medical care, might be useful for radiological assessment of pathologies concerning 
the cochlea and vestibular organ, and other pathologies involving complex shaped bony tube-shaped structures 
(e.g. facial nerve canal integrity assessment in human temporal bone trauma)32.

Our study showed a mean STL occurrence rate of 61%, which is higher than shown in a review study with 
both temporal bones and CI recipients (mean of 18% trauma)33. This discrepancy might be due to methodologi-
cal differences. In this study, implantation was performed solely in human cadaveric heads, not in vivo, which 
might affect STL outcomes in two ways. Use of human cadaveric heads allows for histological assessment, and 
therefore more thorough investigation of scalar  position34. In addition, implantation in human cadaveric heads 
is more prone to friction and resistance during insertion as dead tissue is less flexible, leading to higher insertion 
 forces34,35. Both these factors might explain higher STL rates found in our study than in other studies. Another 
important factor is difficulty in assessing trauma when LW arrays are used. The LW arrays lie laterally in the 
scala tympani, and are enveloped by the basilar membrane and spiral ligament. In our study displacement of 
these structures, albeit partially to scala media, was seen as STL. However, in literature these cases are not always 
seen as STL, e.g. one  study36 judges pushing of basilar membrane as minimal insertion trauma (see  also37–39). 
The complex anatomy at LW array site might also have led to underestimation of LW array STLs in previous 
studies, which in most cases relied solely on conventional MPRs for STL diagnosis. The STL rate of our study is 
more in line with previous studies when accounting for these differences, i.e. without SM cases: our study had 
STL rate of 39% vs. 42% in another similar histological temporal bone  study34, and 24% STL rate in review study 
with live CI  recipients19.

We showed than if opting for RW approach more STLs were observed with PM arrays than LW arrays. A 
recent systematic review showed similar results with PM arrays in general (i.e. including other brands) translocat-
ing more often than LW arrays when using a RW approach (41% vs. 7%)19. Considering also that PM-RW combi-
nation leads to more STLs than PM-CO, these findings point to an interaction effect between RW and PM arrays. 
It is likely that RW and PM array combination leads to more insertion forces, resulting in severe  trauma34,40. 
Another study also showed more STLs with PM-RW combination in temporal bones using an older generation 
PM  array41. Several factors might be responsible. Firstly, the cochlear hook region may lead to more resistance 
during  insertion42,43. The cochlear hook region is directly adjacent to RW, and has a complex anatomical shape 
with varying width and height along its  course42,43. The cochlear hook region can be an issue with RW entry, 
while a CO approach uses a different insertion angle that bypasses largely the cochlear hook region with a more 
straight insertion  approach27. Another factor is the size and shape of the RW membrane, which can vary greatly 
in roundness with sizes ranging from 0.9 to 2.1 mm diameter for the shortest  diagonal43,44. The cross section 

Figure 9.  Insertion depth angle is compared between fully scala tympani located arrays and arrays with at least 
one electrode in scala vestibuli. All insertion depth angles were plotted of arrays with the stop electrode within 
2 mm distance from the CO or RW site (n = 22). Median of both groups are shown. IDA insertion depth angle, 
CO cochleostomy, RW round window.
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of the largest basal part of the PM and LW arrays of Advanced Bionics, used in this study, is approximately the 
same, around 0.49  mm2, with PM arrays having square cross sections and LW arrays having larger flat side and 
smaller rounded side. The largest part of these cross sections is smaller than the smallest dimensions of the RW 
membrane (~ 0.7 mm vs. 0.9 mm), and therefore these arrays should fit through the RW membrane. In addition, 
often the crista fenestra, a bony crest structure within the RW niche, can form an obstacle that further decreases 
the surface area of the RW  membrane45. The different shape and varying size of the RW membrane in conjunc-
tion with crista fenestrae can be more an issue with the rigid more square cross-sectional shaped PM array that 
requires a stylet for insertion. Therefore, PM arrays should be used in conjunction with a CO approach. In our 
study indeed less STLs were observed with PM-CO approach. However, this is contradicted by a study with CI 
recipients that showed RW approach leading to less STLs than CO approach when opting for PM  arrays28. The 
discrepancy with our study could lie in that they investigated different type of PM arrays within their study. In 
addition, their results were based solely on imaging, making it harder to correctly assess array position. It is also 
worth considering that studies have shown surgeons often preferring different CO  sites26. In our study the CO 
was antero-inferiorly placed relative to RW membrane, in order to avoid the osseous spiral lamina during array 
insertion and to achieve ST placement. However, if the CO is placed entirely anteriorly, the osseous spiral lamina 
can form an obstacle for electrode insertion, resulting in an SV translocation. In our study, we have shown that 
even a small displacement of the CO site can result in trauma to the osseous spiral lamina.

Previous studies showed that shorter arrays lead to better hearing preservation, at least on the short term, 
and argued that less mechanical trauma occurred with these  arrays46,47. However, some studies showed that 
deeper insertion depth is correlated with better speech perception  outcomes48–50. In contrast, other studies, 
showed no clear effect of insertion depth on speech  perception51,52. Both insertion depth and speech percep-
tion are influenced by a myriad of factors, making it difficult to investigate this topic accurately, as shown by a 
relatively recent review with inconclusive results on this  subject53. In this study, comparable insertion depths for 
CO and RW approach were found. This is expected as the CO site is very close (< 1 mm) to the RW membrane. 
Regarding array type we also found comparable insertion depths for the fully implanted arrays, and in line with 
another study using the same  arrays54. In addition, we observed that in general, LW arrays were more often not 
fully inserted, even though full insertion was intended for all implantations. This might indicate that more fric-
tion occurred with LW arrays, leading to more detrimental insertion forces. The reason for more friction with 
LW arrays is unclear, as it might be inherent to the design, or to differences of resistances between modiolar and 
lateral wall regions. Insertion depth, however, had in general no effect on STL events in our study. A large study 
of 220 implants in patients showed similar results with no effect of insertion depth on  STLs55. However, an older 
 study56, and a more recent  study57 showed that deeper insertions are associated with insertion trauma in tem-
poral bones and patients. Although that latter  study57 is relatively recent, an older generation PM model (Helix 
of Advanced Bionics) was investigated. Comparing those studies with our study, which uses the latest PM array 
(Midscala), is therefore somewhat limited. Importantly, in our study, tip fold-overs were only observed for PM 
arrays, which were always accompanied with STL. This agrees with the general observation that tip fold-overs 
mainly occur with PM  arrays19, although, the fold-over rate of CI recipients is reported lower than what we found 
(i.e. ~ 2% vs. ~ 18%). The difference in rate might be due to several reasons. We used the advance-off-stylet method 
instead of the insertion tool for inserting PM arrays, however currently no difference between these techniques 
regarding tip fold-over have been reported. Another factor, related also to the insertion technique, is cochlear 
implantation experience. Indeed, a previous study has shown that increased experience can lead to less insertion 
 trauma58, although that is not always the  case59. We consider a more likely reason that in prior clinical studies 
possible fold-overs might have been overlooked. In our study, in one case, as described, the array tip fold-over 
can be easily missed if not adequately assessed with both axial and coronal views. So even with adequate type of 
CT, with high resolution and less metal scattering artefacts, a tip fold-over can be overlooked.

Studying intra-cochlear structures in CI patients remains very difficult due to technical limitations of CT-
scanners. Metallic ‘bloom’ artifacts can obscure intra-cochlear structures, and CT resolution is still too low to 
adequately visualize intra-cochlear  structures60. In the current study whole cadaveric heads were used for scan-
ning, which limits these artefacts, which are more present in isolated temporal  bones61. Another advantage of 
scanning the whole cadaveric head is that our images are more similar to images of live patients, and therefore 
our results are translational to the clinical care. Still, because of the technical limitations, in vivo assessment of 
array position in the cochlea can only be based on approximate estimates of cochlear structure sites. A study 
using curved multiplanar reconstructions found similar to our study high interobserver agreement score (93%) 
for electrode position at 180°37. However, a 72% agreement score was found between radiology and histologi-
cal outcomes. The images in that study had considerable metallic artefacts probably due to scanning isolated 
temporal bones. This is possibly the reason for the discrepancy with our study that has a higher histological 
agreement score (94%).

Some  studies62,63 have focused on other methods to estimate the location of intra-cochlear structures, such 
as basilar membrane, using both pre- and postoperative images. Computer modeling has been used to estimate 
basilar membrane  position63. The model was created using high resolution micro CT images that can depict intra-
cochlear structures in cadaveric temporal bones. No data on observer agreement was reported. Another research 
group used different preoperative micro-CT atlases to find the most fitting atlas for the patient’s  cochlea62. These 
atlases are then used as a template for the postoperative CT scans to determine if a translocation had occurred. 
They found 97% agreement between assessors, and 95% agreement with histology, however, this was based on a 
small sample size of nine cadaveric temporal bones. These methods are, in contrast to our methods, not readily 
applicable in every medical center and might be difficult to implement in a large population with great temporal 
bone anatomy variability. The CB-CT images used in the present study were relative fast and straightforwardly 
reconstructed, without needing predetermined atlases, using only the postoperative scans. Although the osseous 
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spiral lamina and basilar membrane are not visible on CB-CT scans (nor on conventional CT scanners), highly 
accurate assessment of scalar position is possible for both type of arrays. 

The benefits of using methyl acrylates are short processing time, high resolution and clear histological sections 
and low costs, especially when compared to more laborious methods using decalcifying  techniques64. Although 
histological processing with methacrylates has been used for many similar studies investigating histological 
 trauma34,37,62,64–67, it has its downsides. Methacrylates lead to swelling of the silicone layer of the array, possibly 
causing (micro) trauma unrelated to cochlear implantation. In our study it was therefore not possible to use 
grading trauma scale such as the Eshraghi  scale68. Macroscopic severe trauma, such as STL, is very unlikely to 
be related to array swelling. The tissue was fixated with formaldehyde before histological processing, and larger 
structures such as osseous spiral lamina, which is often fractured in cases with STL, are unlikely to be affected 
by silicone swelling. A previous study, reviewing 21 papers, showed that STL from ST to SV is observed in 85% 
of the cases with trauma  present33. In other words, isolated trauma that is less severe than STL is in the minor-
ity of CI cases present. Of course, there might be a bias: severe trauma is easier to detect than minor trauma. 
Still, it is questionable whether a more in depth trauma grading scale is necessary to judge trauma severity of 
individual CI cases.

Methods
Specimen. Fresh frozen human cadaveric heads were obtained from the department of Anatomy in the 
UMC Utrecht. The specimens were derived from bodies that entered the department of anatomy through a 
donation program. From these persons written informed consent was obtained during life that allowed the use 
of their entire bodies for educational and research purposes. These methods are in accordance with UMC Utre-
cht guidelines, and in accordance to the Dutch law. According to local medical ethical board of UMC Utrecht 
no additional approvements were required, and thus additional ethical approval was waivered. Ages at death 
ranged from 59 to 93 years; cause of death was unknown. The specimens were frozen within 48 h postmortem 
at − 20 °C. The specimen were supplied at random by the prosector for this study. The prosector was not aware 
of the study purpose. The specimens were thawed 16–24 h before implantation at room temperature (approxi-
mately 20 °C). In total, 16 cadaveric heads were bilaterally implanted with an array. The 32 ears were distributed 
equally over four groups: PM-CO, PM-RW, LW-CO, LW-RW.

Cochlear implantation surgery. Array insertion was performed according to standard cochlear implan-
tation procedures. After retro auricular incision a mastoidectomy and posterior tympanotomy was performed 
to reach the middle ear space. Depending on randomization, entry to ST was achieved with either an antero-
inferior CO (i.e. relative and < 1 mm to RW membrane) or a pure RW approach. In addition, either a Midscala 
(PM array; length from electrode-contact at tip to proximal blue marker: 18.5 mm) or SlimJ array (LW array; 
length from electrode-contact at tip to proximal blue marker: 23 mm) was implanted. These arrays were sup-
plied by the manufacturer (Advanced  Bionics®). The PM arrays were prior to implantation straightened with a 
stylet. The arrays have blue markers for gauging the insertion depth of the array. The LW array has one proximal 
(i.e. basal) blue marker, and it was inserted until this marker reached the CO or RW site. The PM array has in 
addition to proximal marker also a distal blue marker (i.e. apical): the array with stylet is inserted first until the 
distal blue marker. Subsequently, the array is pushed over the stylet into the cochlea, while holding the stylet in 
place (i.e. so called ‘advance off technique’) until reaching the proximal blue marker for full insertion. Duration 
of array insertion was approximately 20 s. If any resistance was encountered during insertion, the array was care-
fully and slightly withdrawn, subsequently insertion was continued as normal until full insertion was achieved 
(if possible). The arrays were fixed with an instant adhesive at posterior tympanotomy site after reaching full 
insertion. The majority of implantations was performed by the first author (SJ), and the remainder were done 
by the senior author (HT) who is an experienced otologist. The first author had half year of extensive training 
in cochlear implantation surgery with fresh frozen cadaveric heads under supervision of senior otologist before 
commencing these experiments.

Cone beam CT protocol. All cadaveric heads were scanned within 1 h after implantation. Cone beam CT 
scanner (3D Newtom, NNT, Italy, 2018) was used for all scans. The tube voltage was 110 kV, with tube charge 
30 mC with total scan time of 20 s. The field of view was 8 × 8 cm. Left and right temporal bones were scanned 
separately. The 3-D volumetric data was reconstructed with isometric 150 µm voxels.

The images were analyzed with software that is supplied by the same CB-CT manufacturer (3D Newtom, 
NNT, Italy, 2018). Multiplanar reconstructions were made using this software.

Radiological analysis. Figure 10 illustrates the cochlear view, defined as the plane perpendicular to the 
basal turn of the cochlea and parallel to the modiolar axis, that was acquired to assess distance  A69. Distance A 
is defined as the length of the line between site of entry (CO or RW) through the modiolus to the contralateral 
wall. This is an indirect measure of cochlear size, proportional to the cochlear duct length. In addition, the Verb-
ist et al. 2010 method was used for determining insertion depth, which was advised in a consensus  meeting70. 
To compute the insertion angle and distance A, the images were analyzed with ImageJ software (U. S. National 
Institutes of Health, USA).

STL was assessed using two types of multiplanar reconstructions. First, after tilting the coronal plane to an 
oblique plane, the cochlear view image was acquired. Subsequently, conventional multiplanar axial and sagit-
tal reconstructions (MPRs) were created and used for assessment of STL (Fig. 11). Secondly, the cochlea with 
implanted electrode array was uncoiled using curved multiplanar reconstructions, as introduced by de Seta et al. 
(2016)37 The curved cochlear structure was traced using the trajectory of the electrode array in the cochlear view 
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plane, with a thickness of 2 mm to include also the width of the cochlea (Fig. 12A). Subsequently, these recon-
structions generated a planar two-dimensional image, the uncoiled cochlear reconstruction (UCR; see Fig. 12B), 
which cross-cuts the uncoiled tubular cochlear structure perpendicular along its long  axis37.

Histology. The temporal bones with implanted arrays were extracted from cadaveric heads using a large 
diamond band saw (Exakt-Apparatebau, Norderstedt, Germany), and fixated with formaldehyde (2%). Subse-
quently, the temporal bones were carefully reduced to small cubes of approximately 1 × 1 × 1  cm3 with a smaller 
diamond band saw (Exakt-Apparatebau, Norderstedt, Germany). We used the posterior tympanotomy site and 
the internal auditory canal as anatomical boundaries for the region of interest (i.e. cochlea with inserted array). 
The tissue blocks were dehydrated over two weeks in increasingly higher concentrations of ethanol, starting 
with 70% ethanol, and finishing with 99%. After dehydration the blocks were embedded for 24 h in butyl meth-

Figure 10.  In the cochlear view reconstruction of CB-CT scan both insertion depth angle and distance A can 
be measured. The 360° line is drawn perpendicular to a line between round window entry and middle of upper 
part of the posterior semicircular canal. The insertion depth angle is measured by adding 360° to the angle 
between the apical electrode and the 360° line. Distance A (dashed line), an indirect measure proportional to 
cochlear duct length, is measured as the length of the line from the point of the array entering the RW or CO, 
through the modiolus to the contralateral cochlear wall.

Figure 11.  Method for conventional multiplanar reconstructions. The lines in the images represent the position 
of the shown images relative to the planes. Oblique planes were reconstructed by aligning the red line in sagittal 
and axial plane to the basal turn of the cochlea, and the blue and green line were aligned to the course of the 
cochlear modiolus. This resulted in multi reconstructions of three oblique planes: oblique coronal plane, oblique 
sagittal plane or ‘cochlear view’, and oblique axial plane.
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acrylate. Within this period, the blocks were put for 1 h in a vacuum desiccator. After this 24 h period, the blocks 
were put in an oven at 35 °C for 2 days for polymerization. Modiolar sections of 400 μm thickness were acquired 
from polymerized blocks using a saw microtome (RMS-16G3; REHA-tech engineering; The Netherlands). The 
sections were stained with methylene blue and glued with ultraviolet adhesive (Ber-Fix Klebstoffprodukte, Ber-
lin, Germany) on microscope slides. Several non-implanted temporal bones (n = 6) underwent the same pro-
cedures. This was done to rule out any structural trauma to cochlear structures arising from the histological 
procedures (i.e. histological artifacts).

Arrays embedded in butyl methacrylate can increase in size due to swelling of the silicone of the electrode 
array. Non-implanted arrays were cut in small pieces, and were embedded in butyl methacrylate for 24 h, show-
ing under the microscope (magnification: 2.5 × ) a maximum increase 30–40% in size. This increase was directly 
visible after embedding. The cochlear tissue was fixated with formaldehyde (first step in tissue processing) before 
embedding in butyl methacrylate, to make it unlikely that swelling induced secondary damage to cochlear struc-
tures such as osseous spiral lamina, stria vascularis and basilar membrane.

Assessment of scalar translocation. The scalar position of each electrode of the array was assessed both 
using histology and radiology. STL of an array was noted if at least one electrode was in either SV or in SM. 
Direct SV insertions were also rated as STL. Histology was used to validate the radiological STL scores.

To assess inter-observer reliability regarding both UCRs and MPRs, two assessors independently assessed 
occurrence of STL. Assessors were blinded for case number and treatment in order to allow for independent 
assessment. In addition, the case order was shuffled between the two types of images, to avoid further linkage 
between UCR and MPR images. A third assessor (SJ) decided the final outcome if the first two assessors disa-
greed. SJ assessed the histological sections for STL. To assess the inter-method agreement, the final outcomes of 
the third assessor were compared with histological outcomes. The histological sections were assessed without 
knowledge of the radiological outcomes of scalar array position.

Statistical analysis. STL scores based on histology were compared between the four groups using Fisher’s 
exact test. Insertion depth differences were assessed with ANOVA test. Pearson’s correlations were used to assess 
relationship between cochlear size and insertion depth angle. Inter-observer agreement was measured as percent 
agreement between the two assessors (agreement score divided by total number of observation). Similarly, the 
inter-method agreement between radiological and histological assessments was measured as percent agreement. 
The 32 observations for this study are sufficient to assess reliability of these agreements with kappa coefficient. 
This is according to y =  2a2 with a being 3 (3 outcomes possible: SV, ST or SM), resulting in need for at least 18 
 observations71.

To determine whether the kappa coefficient values significantly differed we used the following  formula72:

κ1 and κ2 denote the kappa values and σ1 and σ2 denote the corresponding standard deviations. The p value was 
calculated two-sided on the assumption of z being a standardized normal distribution.

Conclusion
We show that the choice for surgical approach to the cochlea should be based on the planned use of type of 
array, and the other way round: the choice of array type should be based on the surgical approach. Lateral wall 
arrays were preferred when a round window approach was used, and cochleostomy approach was preferred 
when a perimodiolar array was used. In addition, we found that conventional CT reconstruction technique can 
lead to misinterpretation of lateral wall array position. This has probably led to underestimation of lateral wall 
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Figure 12.  Method for uncoiled cochlear reconstructions (UCR). (A) line is drawn along the implanted array 
in the oblique ‘cochlear view’ reconstruction with 2 mm thickness. The red circles depict the manually selected 
points that were used to trace the array. The yellow line shows the cross section perpendicular to this tracing 
line. (B) Subsequently, these reconstructions generated a planar two-dimensional image with implanted array, 
UCR. The cochlear structure is therefore viewed from the side, with upper half being the scala vestibuli (SV) and 
lower part scala tympani (ST). The first basal segment is characterized by the cochlear hook.
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array translocations in literature. We show for the first time that a relative easy to implement CT reconstruction 
method can be used in the clinic to accurately assess translocations for both type of arrays, and is herein supe-
rior to conventional CT reconstruction techniques. Radiological assessment of pathologies involving the inner 
ear, and pathologies involving complex shaped bony tubular structures, might also benefit from this technique.

Data availability
Data sharing, including full protocol, datasets and statistical codes will be considered upon reasonable request. 
The corresponding author (SJ) can be contacted to request the data from this study.
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